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Abstract

The global e-commerce market is growing at a rapid pace, but the percentage of repeat buyers is
low. According to Tmall, the repurchase rate is only 6.1%, while research shows that a 5% increase
in the repurchase rate can lead to a 25% to 95% increase in profit. To increase the repurchase rate,
merchants need to predict potential repeat buyers and convert them into repurchasers. Therefore,
it is necessary to predict repeat buyers. In this paper we build a prediction model of repeat
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purchasers using Tmall’s dataset. First, we build high-quality feature engineering for e-commerce
scenarios by manual construction and algorithmic selection. We introduce the synthetic minority
oversampling technique (SMOTE) algorithm to solve the data imbalance problem and improve
prediction performance. Then we train classical classifiers including factorization machine and
logistic regression, and ensemble learning classifiers including extreme gradient boosting, and light
gradient boosting machine machines. Finally, we construct a two-layer fusion model based on the
Stacking algorithm to further enhance prediction performance. The results show that through a
series of innovations such as data imbalance processing, feature engineering, and fusion models,
the model area under curve (AUC) value is improved by 0.01161. Our findings provide important
implications for managing e-commerce platforms and the platform merchants.

Keywords: feature engineering; ensemble learning; fusion model; repeat buyer prediction.

1 Introduction
The rapid development of e-commerce has had a profound impact on the global economy[23].

In the US, e-commerce sales reached US$960.4 billion in 2021, accounting for 15% of total US re-
tail spending[48]. In China, 81.6% of Internet users have undertaken online shopping[49]. Global
e-commerce platforms have run promotions on specific dates (e.g., Black Friday, “6.18”), which signif-
icantly stimulate the potential purchase value of new and existing users. In 2021, the Taobao “Double
Eleven” promotion, one of China’s largest e-commerce promotions, achieved an all-time high trans-
action volume of 540 billion RMB. However, many buyers that participated in the promotion were
one-time users, making it difficult to generate long-term benefits [50]. Studies have shown that the
repurchase rate for Tmall is only 6.1%. The cost of acquiring new users is 5-10 times higher than the
cost of maintaining old users, while a 5% increase in customer retention can increase profit by 25% to
95% [4][10]. Thus ,if focusing solely on new user acquisition in the long term and ignoring low levels
of repurchase rates„ it can cost the platform a great deal of money but not the desired return on
investment. Increasing repurchase rates is imminent. A possible method is to predict the users with
the tendency to repurchase and then implement precise marketing to lead them to become repurchase
users.

Recently, data-driven analytics have been increasingly developed to help companies analyze user
behavior and optimize decision making[18][21][31][43]. However, e-commerce scenarios are complex
and varied, and their data has special characteristics. The question of how to use a data-driven
approach in e-commerce repurchase prediction is worth thinking about. We try to answer the following
questions: How to comprehensively and accurately portray the features in e-commerce scenarios? How
to efficiently predict potential repurchase users?

We propose an AI-based data-driven approach to address thess problem. We use the Tmall’s
real user dataset from AliTianchi to build the model. These data are log data generated by users
in e-commerce behavior, which are implicit feedback. We carry out a series of steps to process the
special characteristics of e-commerce data, introduce the synthetic minority oversampling technique
(SMOTE) algorithm to solve the data imbalance problem. We manually construct feature engineering
from three perspectives: merchant, user, and merchant-user. Meanwhile, we use different models for
prediction, compare model performance, and choose the best approach. Results show that fusion
model can significantly improve the accuracy of prediction. Finally, we efficiently and accurately
predicted the potential target users in the dataset with a AUC value of 0.68406.

Predicting repeat buyers can help e-commerce firms provide personalized services, such as accurate
product recommendations, differentiated pricing, and demand management, to effectively improve the
repurchase rate. We organize the rest of the paper as follows: In Section 2 we review and summarize
the related work. In Section 3 we introduce the data and the data pre-processing process. In Section
4 we discuss the data-driven methodology, including data imbalance processing, feature engineering,
and the prediction models. In Section 5 we present the experimental results and analysis. Finally, in
Section 6, we conclude the paper, discuss the management implications of the research findings, and
suggest topics for future research.
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2 Literature Review
In this paper, we use user behaviour data to predict whether he/she will become a repeat buyer.

In this section we review and summarize related work covering two research streams, namely user
behaviour research and user purchase behaviour prediction, and discuss the motivation for this study.

2.1 User Behaviour Research

Users generate massive data during using the online platform, which can be used to analyze their
behavior. Further, user data can be divided into. "explicit feedback" and "implicit feedback"[26].
Explicit feedback is a direct and quantifiable expression of users’ preferences, while implicit feedback
records users’ natural behaviours when using a product[12]. Explicit feedback relies on users’ active
evaluation and is difficult to collect, so the related data are quite sparse, while implicit feedback is
easy to obtain and a large amount of the related data is available. Thus, many researchers have used
implicit feedback.

Early researchers analyze implicit feedback data, such as click and search, to provide support for
interface UI improvement and user behavior understanding[1][3][26]. Later studies have made richer
use of user behavior data. Some scholars focus on the optimization of algorithmic models based on
implicit feedback data. They combined implicit feedback data with the SVD algorithm in matrix
decomposition[16][17], and applying collaborative filtering algorithms based on items and users[45][47]
to improve algorithm accuracy. Further, more scholars have combined implicit feedback data with
specific scenarios, such as e-commerce[34], finance[28], beauty[44],and medicine[24]. However, these
studies only stay at analyzing the current behavior of users.

User behaviour analysis in the e-commerce context ultimately aims to predict subsequent user
behaviour and raise the user purchase rate. The common methods used for user purchase prediction
are statistical methods and machine learning methods. Statistical methods achieve prediction by
modelling the relationships between input variables and output variables in advance[41]. However,
under practical scenarios, the complex relationships between variables are often difficult to model.
In addition, different models are based on different assumptions, rendering it difficult to achieve
experimental prediction accuracy in reality[8]. Therefore, researchers have started to use machine
learning, a method that does not require experimental simulations, for user purchase prediction.
models that are often used for purchase prediction are decision trees[22], artificial neural networks[37].
However, all the related studies use a single prediction model, which has problems such as vulnerability
to random factors and low generalization ability. To effectively exclude the interference of random
factors in the single model and improve prediction accuracy, some researchers introduce the ideas of
ensemble learning and fusion model into research on user behaviour prediction, such as GBDT[? ],
AdaBoost[27], CatBoost[6]. The above studies demonstrate that models using ensemble learning and
fusion ideas have better prediction results than traditional single algorithm models.

In summary, early scholars’ research stopped at behavioral analysis; however, some scholars have
already started to make behavioral predictions. Implicit feedback is more suitable for behavioral
analysis because of its large amount of data and high availability. Several scholars have attempted to
predict e-commerce user behavior. They have confirmed the superiority of machine learning methods,
and stronger ensemble models have emerged. Like these studies, this paper will also use user logs, an
implicit feedback, for analysis. However, currently, a single machine learning model is mainly used,
and this paper will try a more powerful integration approach.

2.2 Repeat Purchase Behaviour Prediction

In an increasingly competitive market, the prediction of e-commerce buying behavior has entered
a new phase. For content, repeat purchase behavior is emphasized; for methodology, more advanced
methods such as ensemble models are introduced.

Research on prediction of repeat buyers is much less abundant than research on topics such as user
purchase behaviour prediction and user repurchase intention. Some researchers use non-machine learn-
ing methods such as interview method[33], game theory[29] and Buy till You Die (BTYD) models[9]
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to model and predict e-commerce users’ repurchase behaviour. Other researchers have tried to use
machine learning to improve the accuracy and robustness of prediction models. [39]applied the ex-
planation method based on an improved decision tree algorithm to enable firms to explore the factors
that drive customers’ repurchases.[46]used the vote-stacking method to combine the prediction results
of three separate models, namely DeepCatboost, DeepGBM, and DABiGRU, and found that the ac-
curacy of fusion models is significantly higher than that of a single model. [13]proposed a BERT-MLP
prediction model, with large-scale data unsupervised pre-training and small amount of labeled data
fine-tuning, to predict repeat buyer.

However, the important step of feature engineering has been neglected in the above studies. While
machine learning algorithms tend to be generic, feature engineering is specific, and good feature
engineering determines the final prediction results.

The importance of feature engineering can be seen in the study of general user behavior prediction.[30]
constructed feature engineering from the perspectives of users, merchants, products, brands, categories,
and their interactions to improve prediction accuracy. Considering time-evolving features in feature en-
gineering, [15] found that it could more realistically depict users’ purchase intention. [? ] dynamically
updated user features monthly, characterizing customers in a given month, and achieved a prediction
accuracy of 98%. Obviously, these studies have placed great emphasis on feature engineering.

In summary, methods such as game theory rely on strict assumptions, while the questionnaire
method suffers from small sample size and under-representation, making it difficult for traditional
statistical schemes to fully model user behavior. Therefore, we will use real data provided by Alibaba
and use machine learning methods to prediction. Insufficient attention has been paid to feature engi-
neering in existing studies, and we will manually construct a high-quality feature set for e-commerce
scenarios. Finally, real data are prone to data imbalance and cheating users, and we will also give
improvement measures.

2.3 Research Method

Ensemble learning is one of the frontiers in the field of computing. Its main principle is to train
multiple learners and use special rules to combine their prediction results to improve the final prediction
performance[36].

[11]introduced the concept of "ensemble learning" for the first time. [19]constructed an ensemble
model based on a neural network model, and showed that the integrated model has lower absolute
value of variance and superior generalization ability compared with the common neural network.
[38]upgraded many weak performance classifiers by Boosting idea to obtain strong performance classi-
fication models. Since then, ensemble learning has jumped to be a popular research topic. Many new
models have been born, such as hybrid expert models[20], stacked generalization models[42], bagging
algorithms[5], and so on.

Ensemble learning has rich applications in e-commerce, such as e-commerce review mining[25][40],
e-commerce product category labeling and recommendation[? ][35], e-commerce security[7], among
others. These studies confirm the superiority of ensemble learning approaches. In summary, the
superiority of ensemble learning is undeniable and is widely used in e-commerce. We will use ensemble
learning for repurchase prediction. In addition, are there methods that can combine ensemble learning
with classical models to optimize the results? We will also explore this question.

3 Data Description and Pre-Process
In this section we introduce the dataset and discuss data pre-processing process.

3.1 Research Method

The data come from Alibaba’s Tianchi platform. The data are provided by Tmall, which records
the real data of 4,995 merchants and 424,170 new buyers in the 2014 Double Eleven shopping festival on
the Tmall platform. The purpose of the experiment is to predict whether a new user that purchases
a merchant’s product on the Double Eleven Day will make a second purchase from that merchant
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Table 1: User Behaviour Log
Field Name Description
user_id Unique ID code of the purchaser
item_id Unique ID code of the merchandise
cat_id Unique ID code for merchandise categories
merchant_id Unique ID code for merchants
brand_id Unique ID code for merchandise brands
time_tamp Purchase time
action_type Contains 0, 1, 2, 3.

0=Click, 1=Cart Add, 2=Purchase, 3=Bookmark to Favorites

Table 2: User Profile Table
Field Name Description
user_id Unique ID code of the purchaser
age_range User age range.

1 for <18 years; 2 for [18,24]; 3 for [25,29]; 4 for [30,34]; 5 for [35,39];
6 for [40,49]; 7 and 8 for > = 50; 0 and NULL for unknown

gender User gender.
0 for female, 1 for male, 2 and NULL for unknown

within six months, and the new user is are a “repeat buyer” for each merchant. The dataset consists
of three tables, namely the user behaviour log table, the user profile table, and the training set table.

The user behaviour log records the behaviours of all the “new users” on the day of Double Eleven
and 6 months before Double Eleven, spanning 12 May - 11 November 2014. The field information is
listed in Table 1.

The user profile table records the demographic information. Table 2 lists the field information.
The training set table records whether a specific user makes repeat purchases at a specific merchant.

The field information is listed in Table 3.

3.2 Data Pre-Processing

Data pre-processing includes data cleaning, data integration, data transformation, data imputation
etc. In this paper we use real behaviour log data, and there is inevitably data noise. Data quality
will directly affect the accuracy and universality of the prediction model. Therefore, we combine
the characteristics of the dataset and the special attributes of e-commerce to pre-process the data to
improve data quality.

3.2.1 Data Integration

We use three datasets, where the two fields of user id (user_id) and merchant id (merchant_id)
are common fields. To improve the efficiency of feature engineering, we use user id and merchant
id as the primary keys for data integration. We show the structure of the integrated user purchase
behaviour information table in table 4.

3.2.2 Missing Value Processing

The age and gender data of users in the dataset are missing 0.52% and 1.52%, respectively because
they are category attributes with significant differences in repurchase behaviour, the missing values
are filled by the plural of the whole data. For the brand id, on the one hand, it is difficult to replace
it by plenary features or other attributes of the dataset; on the other hand, it has no impact on the
subsequent feature engineering, so the missing data are excluded.

Table 3: Training Set Table
Field Name Description
user_id Unique ID code of the purchaser
merchant_id Unique ID code of a merchant
label Repeat purchase user identifier. Contains 0, 1.

1 for a repeat buyer, 0 for a non-repeat buyer.
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Table 4: User Purchase Behaviour Information
Field Name Description
user_id Unique ID code of a purchaser
merchant_id Unique ID code of a merchant
item_id Unique ID code of an item
cat_id Unique ID code of a merchandise category
brand_id Unique ID code of a merchandise brand
time_tamp Purchase time
action_type Contains 0, 1, 2, 3.

0=Click, 1=Cart Add, 2=Purchase, 3=Bookmark to Favorites
age_range User age range.

1 for <18 years; 2 for [18,24]; 3 for [25,29]; 4 for [30,34]; 5 for [35,39];
6 for [40,49]; 7 and 8 for > = 50; 0 and NULL for unknown

gender User gender.
0 for female, 1 for male, 2 and NULL for unknown

label Repeat purchase user identifier. Contains 0, 1.
1 for a repeat buyer, 0 for a non-repeat buyer.

3.2.3 Abnormal User Identification

In the e-commerce environment, there are phenomena such as crawlers and swipers, whose behav-
iors are different from the normal purchase behaviour, and who belong to abnormal users. If a user
has a large amount of product browsing behaviour in a period but the purchase behaviour is 0, then
the user is likely to be a “crawler user”. If a user has a large amount of product purchase behaviour
in a period but little or no browsing behaviour, then the user is likely to be a “crawler user”. After
identifying the abnormal users, we delete their records.

4 Methodology
In this section we present methodologies related to data imbalance processing, feature engineering,

predictive models, and evaluation metrics.

4.1 Data Imbalance Processing

In our dataset, the positive sample, i.e., the percentage of repeat users is only 6.1%, and the data
are severely imbalanced. When the data are unbalanced, the minority class samples in the overlapping
region between classes will be misclassified in large batches, and the class interval surface will move
to the side with sparse sample distribution, thus interfering with the classification accuracy of the
model for the minority classes. Existing research deals with data imbalance in three aspects, namely
data pre-processing, features, and algorithms. In this paper we use SMOTE for imbalanced data
processing(Figure 1). The process is as follows:

– Each sample x in the minority class is obtained as its k-nearest neighbour based on its distance
to all the samples in the minority class set (generally using the Euclidean distance).

– The sampling multiplicity N is determined by the degree of sample positive and negative class
imbalance; many samples are arbitrarily selected from the k nearest neighbours of each minority class
sample x. The selected nearest neighbour is assumed to be xnew.

– To the arbitrarily selected nearest neighbour xnew, construct its new sample about the original
sample as follows:

xnew = x + rand(0, 1) ∗ (x̃ − x). (1)

4.2 Feature Engineering

Feature construction refers to the use of manual methods to select meaningful data in the initial
dataset, or to combine and deform the initial data to obtain new features. To better characterize
e-commerce behaviour, we focus on two main subjects in the e-commerce context, namely users and
merchants, and construct features manually in three dimensions, namely user portraits, merchant
portraits, and user-merchant interaction portraits. Besides basic features (gender, age), different
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Figure 1: Principle of SMOTE

statistical methods are used to construct features, including counting and ratio features, aggregation
features (mean, median etc), and temporal features.

The construction of features is based on the features of e-commerce and the subjective judgement
of researchers, which are prone to developing invalid features and feature redundancy. If we use all
the features, the model will be inefficient. Therefore, we keep the strong features and drop the useless
features to avoid the loss of important information.

Feature selection mainly addresses three types of problems, namely dimensional catastrophe, over-
fitting, and noise, which can not only reduce the model complexity and computation but also improve
the final prediction of the model by including high-quality features. There are three types of main-
stream methods for feature selection as follows:

– Filtering: Feature selection and model training are independent of each other. First, select the
experimental data features, then train the model using the filtered data set, and determine the weights
by the scores.

– Wrapping: Feature selection and model training are correlated with each other. A subset of all
the features is selected for model training and compared each time, and the best features are selected
based on the classifier results.

– Embedding: Feature selection is carried out together with model training. The dataset is trained
on the model, the weights of the features are obtained by model fitting, and feature selection is
performed in the order from highest to lowest.

There is no uniform way for feature selection, so we use four methods for feature selection including
random forest, ANOVA, recursive feature elimination, and L1 regularization, and compare the results
and retain the best set of features.

4.3 Prediction Models

We use classical machine learning models, ensemble models, and fusion models to predict repeat
buyers and compare the prediction results of different models.

– For classical machine learning, we use the common classification predictors such as logistic
regression, factorization machine, decision tree, and support vector machine for experiments, and use
prediction accuracy as the baseline in this paper.

–Ensemble models combine multiple learners into one stronger learner and can crack problems that
cannot be solved by a single model. Therefore, using integrated learning can yield higher prediction
accuracy and more reliable prediction results than a single model[14]. We use ensemble learning
models such as XGBoost and LightGBM, which are commonly used for dichotomous prediction, to
make predictions.

–Different models have unique advantages, and fusing models by certain methods can construct
stronger classifiers and greatly improve the prediction results, so we fuse different models to im-
prove prediction accuracy. Stacking is one strategy of model fusion, which is usually a two-layer
construction[42]. Its framework is shown in Figure 2. First, the original dataset is divided into several
sub-datasets and input to the n base learners in the first layer in turn; the output training results
become the input to the second layer learners, which are trained to output the final results.
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Figure 2: The Framework of Stacking

The above model contains numerous parameters and optimizing the parameters can effectively
improve the model’s performance. Gradient method, genetic algorithm, and other common parameter
optimization methods converge faster, but with more than two parameters, the parameters will affect
one and other and interfere with the results. The grid search method combines the parameters and
performs the optimization search at the same time, avoiding the local optimum, improving efficiency,
and obtaining the best generalization ability. In this paper we use grid search with cross-validation
(GSCV) algorithm for model parameter optimization. This method combines cross-validation and
grid search. In the grid search, the parameters are gradually adjusted by the learning rate in a limited
range, the learner is trained, and the results are continuously compared. The scores of the model on
the test set are calculated, and the final score is averaged over k times.

4.4 Model Evaluation Metrics

We use the area under curve (AUC) value as the model classification ability evaluation metric.
The problem in this paper is dichotomous, i.e., whether a user is a repeat buyer, there are the positive
class (1) and negative class (0), and the positive class is the repeat buyer. The positive class and the
negative class of the real type and the predicted type constitute the confusion matrix, as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Confusion Matrix.

Four major categories are derived from the confusion matrix, namely TP, FN, FP, and TN, rep-
resenting the number of samples in the four categories of true positive, false negative, false positive,
and true negative, respectively. The accuracy rate, which is the ratio of the number of samples with
correct classification results to the total number of samples is calculated as follows:

Accuracy = TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN
. (2)
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In addition, two indicators can be derived, namely the true positive rate (TPRate) and the false
positive rate (FPRate), which are calculated as follows:

TPRate = TP

TP + FN
. (3)

FPRate = FP

FP + TN
. (4)

TPRate indicates the probability that a sample with true category 1 is predicted to be class 1, and
FPRate indicates the probability that a sample with true category 0 is predicted to be class 0. The
curve formed by taking FPRate as the horizontal axis and TPRate as the vertical axis is the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, as shown in Figure 4. In general, AUC = 1 means the perfect
classifier, 1 > AUC > 0.5 means fair performance, and 0.5 > AUC > 0 means poor performance.

Figure 4: Confusion Matrix.

When the sample is imbalanced between the positive and negative classes, the AUC value can
measure the classification accuracy when the true type is positive (=1) and negative (=0) at the same
time, which can avoid the impact of the sample imbalance on the evaluation of the classifier.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section we present the results after data processing and modelling based on the methodology

presented in the previous section, including the feature sets, prediction model parameters and results,
and important features.

5.1 Feature Construction and Selection

The user portrait dimension includes four aspects:
– Basic information. During the initial exploration of the data, we find that user repurchase differs

in different ages and genders, so these attributes should be added.
–Time information. It mainly describes the user’s activity of “shopping” and fluctuations of the

activity over time.
–Preference information. It mainly describes the user’s favorite items/categories/shops/brands, the

pattern of the user’s various operations, and the comparison between a user’s value and the average
value of all the users.
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Table 5: Results of Feature Selection.
Method No Select AUC Feature Select AUC Feature dimension

before selection
Feature dimension
after selection

Random forest-based feature selection 0.582 0.587 147 94
ANOVA 0.582 0.585 147 79
Recursive feature elimination 0.582 0.585 147 74
L1 regularization 0.582 0.569 147 34

–Behaviour information. It mainly describes the frequency, extensiveness, and recent repurchase
behaviour of users’ various operations. A total of 83 features are constructed.

The merchant portrait dimension includes three aspects:
–Basic information. In the initial exploration of the data, we find that there are differences in the

repurchase situations of stores, and that items, brands, and categories are the most basic attributes
of an e-commerce merchant.

–Time information. It mainly describes the frequency and status of the merchant in operation.
–Strength and popularity information. It mainly describes the merchant’s popularity with users,

the merchant’s strength, and the merchant’s repurchase situation. A total of 41 features are con-
structed.

The user-merchant interaction portrait dimension is the most important dimension to show the
repurchase characteristics and relationship between different users and merchants, and describes the
interaction information between merchants and users in terms of frequency, time, and status through
user-merchant matching. A total of 23 features are constructed.

We successively use four methods for feature selection based on random forest, ANOVA, recursive
feature elimination, and L1 regularization. The results of the AUC values and feature dimensionality
before and after the four methods are shown in Table 5. Finally, we pick the random forest-based
feature selection as the best, and retain the selected 94 features as the feature set.

5.2 Data Preparation

We first address the data imbalance problem by using the SMOTE algorithm, which is implemented
using the SMOTE interface in the imblearn library in python. The pseudo-code is shown in Figure 5.
To avoid high generalization error, the dataset is often split by the self-help method, which will change

Figure 5: Pseudo-code for the SMOTE Algorithm.
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Table 6: Best Parameters and Prediction Results of a Single Model.
Model Best parameter AUC score
LR Penalty: L2; intercept_scaling: liblinear; C: 0.05; class_weight:

None; max_iter: 100
0.67305

FM n_iter: 0; l2_reg_w: 0.1; rank: 4 0.67245
XGBoost n_estimator: 2000; learning_rate: 0.01; max_features: 9;

subsample: 0.5; max_depth: 8; min_samples_split: 1000;
min_samples_leaf: 30; scale_pos_weight: 0.061

0.67956

LightGBM max_depth: 7; num_leaves: 80; colsample_bytree: 1; learn-
ing_rate: 0.01; reg_alpha: 0

0.67991

the distribution of data, so we do not apply it to this study. As the amount of data used in this paper
is sufficient, we use the simple and efficient leave-out method, dividing the training set by 1:1, with
50% as the training set and 50% as the test set. We apply five-fold cross-validation, i.e., we divide the
training set into five equal and arbitrarily divided subsets, where the data sets are mutually exclusive.
Each time, we randomly chose a subset as the validation set and the other four as the training set.

5.3 Model Construction and Parameters

We first use the classical models such as logistic regression (LR), factorization machine (FM),
decision tree (DT), and support vector machine (SVM), finding that LR and FM perform the best.
Meanwhile, the good prediction accuracy achieved by the classical algorithms confirms the effectiveness
of our study in dealing with data imbalance and constructing feature engineering. Seeking better
prediction performance, we apply the ensemble learning models to construct XGBoost, and LightGBM
for prediction. The parameter settings and AUC values of a single model are shown in Table 6. The
optimal parameters here are obtained by the grid search with cross-validation (GSCV) algorithm.

To achieve the best prediction possible, we introduce the Stacking method to construct a two-
layer fusion model. We consider the following factors in the selection of the first layer base learner:
a) Performance: A strong learner should be selected to achieve the effect of combining advantages;
otherwise, it will affect the efficiency of the whole model; there should be differences in the structure
of each learner to fuse and learn from different perspectives. b) Number: The number n of the first
layer model determines the feature dimension n+1 of the second layer model input, and the dimension
should be at least three, so at least two models are selected. After comprehensive consideration and
trials, we select LightGBM, XGBoost, and RF as the base learners in the first layer. The second
layer generally uses weak learners, and we choose the LR model, which is commonly used in machine
learning studies. The LR model has strong generalizability and can avoid the risk of overfitting in
the Stacking algorithm. The pseudo-code of the Stacking fusion model is shown in Figure 6. The

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for the Stacking Fusion Model.
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Table 7: Comparison of Model Results.
Model AUC score Ranking Gain Other studies
FM 0.67245 Top 9.7% - -
LR 0.67305 Top 9.5% +0.0006 0.617[51]
XGBoost 0.67956 Top 5.6% +0.00651 0.6774[52]
LightGBM 0.67991 Top 5.5% +0.00035 0.6797[53]
Stacking fusion model 0.68406 Top 2.8% +0.00415 0.6232[54]

Table 8: Top Ten Features.
Rank Feature
1 Number of purchases made by users at merchants
2 The number of repeat purchases made by users before “Double Eleven”
3 The click-to-purchase conversion rate of users to merchants
4 Number of repeated purchases made by users before “Double Eleven”
5 Number of store item categories
6 Difference between number of times repurchase is made to a merchant before “Double

Eleven” and the average value of all the merchants
7 Difference between the user click-to-purchase conversion rate and the average value of

all the users
8 Variance of user active days
9 Number of user clicks as a percentage of the number of all user actions
10 Difference between a merchant’s click-to-purchase conversion rate and the average of all

the merchants

modelling process comprising four steps is as follows:
– Divide the training dataset D into five random and uniform copies to obtain D1−5;
– For the first learner M1 in the first layer, four sub-datasets are randomly taken as the training

data, the remaining copy is used as test data, and the new learner generated by learning from the
training data is used to predict the test data to obtain the prediction results. Specifically, the first-fold
cross-training of learner M1 takes D1−4 as the training data and D5 as the test data to obtain the
prediction result P11 for the first-fold;

– Complete five-fold cross-validation for each first-layer trainer based on Step 2. Combine the
results of the first layer to obtain the input P of the second layer;

– Perform five-fold cross-validation for the second layer of learners M according to Step 2, using
the dataset as the output training set P of the first layer to obtain the final prediction model and
results.

5.4 Comparison of Model Results

The AUC values of the classical, ensemble, and fusion models are shown in Table 7 (ranked in
ascending order of the AUC values). On the one hand, comparing the five models used in this paper,
we see that the Stacking fusion model has a significant improvement in the AUC value compared with
the general model, with an increase of 0.01161 in absolute amount and 6.9% in the ranking ratio,
which can reach top 2.8% of all the participants in Alibaba Tianchi, confirming that the fusion model
constructed in this paper is effective. On the other hand, comparing the results of this paper with
other studies using the same model, based on the same model, we achieve a higher AUC value, which
confirms the effectiveness of our approach that embraces feature engineering and data processing.
From the official baseline of 0.704954, there is still room for improvement in the results of this paper.
However, after incorporating the innovations of feature engineering and data imbalance processing,
even the classical model can reach the top 10% of the ranking.

5.5 Important Features

The prediction of repeat buyers can bring insights to merchants and platforms. Focusing on the
features of potential repeat buyers further helps merchants and platforms understand user behaviour
and adjust their business actions. We obtain the importance score of each feature through the Light-
GBM model, and the top ten features are shown in Table 8. The top ten features mainly concern the
user profile (six features), merchant profile (two features), and user-merchant interaction profile (two
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features). These features provide guidance for management. Among them, user purchase features
such as “number of purchases made by users at merchants”, “number of repeat purchases made by
users before “Double Eleven””, and preference information such as “number of days users are active”,
“proportion of user clicks to the number of all user actions”, and other characteristics reflect the user’s
habit of using the e-commerce platform. Users with these characteristics may be potential repeat
buyers, and managers should give timely and targeted measures. The characteristics of merchants
such as “number of store categories” and “difference between the merchant’s click-to-purchase con-
version rate and the average value of all the merchants” also affect user repurchase. So merchants
should optimize their stores based on these key features, improve their strength and competitiveness
to attract repurchase users.

6 Conclusion
The development of e-commerce platforms has so far resulted in a low percentage of new users in

the market, so it is the future direction to focus on existing users of the platform and carry out targeted
marketing strategies for repeat buyers. We use Tmall real user behaviour log data, and apply machine
learning algorithms such as ensemble learning and fusion model to carry out repurchase prediction.
Introducing feature engineering based on e-commerce characteristics and imbalance data processing,
we construct a repurchase prediction model that contain a feature set of 94 features. The model
attains an AUC value as high as 0.68406 after incorporating the fusion model, realizing efficient and
accurate repeat buyer prediction.

We also make the following findings: (1) Compared with traditional machine learning models, the
ensemble models and fusion models can improve the predictive effect of models, allowing us to predict
repeat buyers more accurately and efficiently. (2) In the e-commerce context, especially when using
real, large data sets, problems such as data imbalance and anomalous samples are inevitable, and
solving these problems is important to attain accuracy in model prediction results. (3) It is necessary
to adopt advanced and popular models, but the application of feature engineering should also be
emphasized, and appropriate feature engineering can help bring the best model results.

We deduced important management insights from the study: (1) The study confirms the possibility
of predicting repeat users, and by predicting it also captures important characteristics of potential
users. Platforms should pay attention to users with these characteristics and guide them to repurchase
through product personalized recommendations and SMS alerts; (2) the prediction model also contains
merchant features. for store improvement, the current store operations can be checked based on the
important features, and optimized and upgraded to better convert users into repeat buyers, such as
diversifying their product range. (3) the merchant can develop separate strategies for repeat buyers
and new users based on the prediction results, implementing differentiated marketing and pricing,
and (4) predictions of repeat users indicate future orders, and merchants can adjust their product
generation and inventory management based on the predictions. For example, when an item has a
large number of potential repeat customers, production should be increased.

Due to the single data source and limited technology, our study has shortcomings. From a man-
agement perspective, future research can be improved in the following ways:(1) real-time modelling
analysis should be conducted using real-time datasets from more platforms to broaden the platform
sources, thus enhancing the generalizability of the model across different platforms and uncovering the
differences in repeat buyers between platforms. (2) machine learning methods should be introduced
into the feature construction process to improve the explanatory power of features to the problem.
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